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Abstract: Fog computing uses geographically distributed fog nodes that can supply nearby end
devices with low-latency access to cloud-like compute resources. If the load of a fog node exceeds
its capacity, some non-latency-critical application components may be offloaded to the cloud. Using
commercial cloud offerings for such offloading incurs Ąnancial costs. Optimally deciding which
application components to keep in the fog node and which ones to offload to the cloud is a difficult
combinatorial problem. We introduce an optimization algorithm that (i) guarantees that the deployment
always satisĄes capacity constraints and affinity requirements, (ii) achieves near-optimal cloud usage
costs, and (iii) is fast enough to be run online. The practical use of the algorithm is illustrated by
applying it to optimizing the applications in a mobile factory.
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1 Introduction

Fog and edge computing provide compute resources that are frequently used in industrial
environments. An interesting example is the concept of small mobile factories, or Factory
in a Box, FiaB [19]. The limited compute resources in the FiaB, which represent a fog node,
host latency-critical application components that are relevant to production processes and
must be placed in the FiaB. Also software components processing sensitive data have to be
placed in the FiaB for data protection reasons [MMP19]. For software components that are
not critical in terms of latency or data protection (e.g., related to maintenance), there is no
such affinity constraint. Such components can be placed either also in the FiaB, or remotely
in a cloud, as shown in the below Ągure. The placement of these components is a complex
optimization problem [Ma19a].
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2 Approach and Result

To determine a cost-effective deployment for distributed applications, taking into account the
componentsŠ affinity requirements, the fog nodeŠs capacity, and the Ąnancial costs of using
the cloud, we devised an algorithm called FogPart [Ma19b]. To apply the algorithm to the
FiaB case study, we deĄned the software functions needed for the FiaB, the communication
needs of these functions and their resource requirements. With this input, we ran the
algorithm to determine an optimized placement for the FiaB applications. We also compared
FogPart to an exact algorithm based on integer linear programming (ILP) and a heuristic
using Ąrst-Ąt (FF) in a set of controlled experiments. As the following Ągure shows, FogPart
leads to costs that are very close to the ILP results, and signiĄcantly lower than those of the
FF heuristic.

The experiments also showed that FogPart is very fast. For example, it took less than 300ms
on a commodity computer to optimize the deployment of 450 components. Thus, FogPart
can be used to re-optimize the placement of components at run time.
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